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ABSTRACT 

During the cold starting of automobile engines, rich air fuel mixture is burnt and emission of HC in 

engine exhaust is usually resulted. Many pre combustion emission control technique are adopted in vehicles to 

control such emission and to improve the fuel efficiency. 

 The concept of increasing the fuel efficiency of a petrol in out project, is to pre-heat the intake air which 

is flowing through the carburetor. The humidity in the atmospheric air affects the petrol vaporization in 

carburetor therefore, by pre – heating the inlet air to the carburetor for a considerable amount, the vaporization 

can be ease and in turn complete combustion is achieved. 

 More over by reducing the water vapor to the engine the steam formation in the engine can be reduced.  

Electrically operated the heat of exhaust gases sending through heating chamber, while the engine is running. 

After the engine reaches high temperature, the pre-heating is switched off.  In general, Turbochargers are used 

throughout the automotive industry as they can enhance the output of an internal combustion engine without 

the need to increase its capacity.  A study on the effect of turbocharger on a single cylinder two-wheeler engine 

is made in this work. 

 The fabrication and installation of turbocharger in a single cylinder is available in this literature.  This 

a prototype model of turbocharger and implemented on a two-stroke petrol engine by which, the fuel efficiency 

and mileage of the engine can be increased.  Thus, our aim in selecting this paper is to highlight the 

effectiveness of turbo – charging. 
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INTRODUCTION 

An attempt has been made in this work by which the exhaust gas is re – utilized with the help of 

turbocharger arrangement.  The output of the engine exhaust gas is given to the input of the turbine blades 

which results in driving of the compressor and the pressurized air is produced.  This compressed air is then 

supplied to the input of the engine.  This setup is implemented in two-wheeler engine having a low velocity of 

exhaust gas.  The fuel inside the two-stroke engine do not burn properly due to cycle limitations.  By 

considering this drawback, we decided to build a structure which will help in increasing the performance of a 

two-stroke engine.  In actual practice, the air fuel ratio of two stroke engine is less compared to the theoretical 

value (14:1 of 16:1) because of insufficient amount of air in air – fuel mixture.  Thus, we decided to increase 

the actual air fuel ratio by implementing this new concept of turbo – charging to a two-stroke engine. 

 The exhaust gas coming from the engine contains pressure as well as heat energy.  Due to availability 

of these two energies, the exhaust manifold gets preheated and the vapors, thus contains high power.  This 

power is wasted by passing the exhaust gas to the surrounding.  This energy of the exhaust gas can be utilized.  

This is done by a system called turbo-charger. Turbocharging is basically providing pressurized air to the 

engine without mounting any component.  It is a fan assembled unit that rotates on the power of air.  This 

power is supplied by the exhaust manifold.  Turbo-charging is the system that gives pressurized air to the 

carburetor.  The carburetor adjusts the regulator valve according to the air need and the use of fuel is decreased. 

 OVERVIEW OF ENGINE  

 A motorcycle engine drives the rear wheel of a motorcycle powers forward motion. 

 In a motorcycle, the engine configuration is normally readily apparent to the eye and many 

motorcycles can be quickly identified by their cylinders, exhaust pipes, cylinder heads although not 

all details can be established from merely looking. 

 Some brands of motorcycle have become strongly associated with one particular engine 

configuration, though rarely to the total exclusion of any other.  Modern Harley-Davidsons are 

exclusively transverse, narrow-angled V-twins while Ducatis and Moto Guzzis have engineered in 

90º V-twins, the former transverse, the latter longitudinal with shaft drive.  Longitudinal boxer 

twins were once iconic of BMW motorcycles, though with increasing exceptions since the 1990s.  

British Marques of the 1950 s and 1960s were associated with parallel twins even though they made 

many smaller motorcycles as well.  Japanese manufacturers are not linked to any one layout in the 

same way and Honda, in particular, have produced almost every possible configuration and type. 

METHODOLOGY 

Two stroke and four stroke engines, in two stroke engine due to the cycle’s limitations fuel will not 

properly burn by considering this drawback we decided to make a project which will help to increase the 

average or performance of engine in two stroke engine.  In stroke engine the air fuel ratio is 14:1 or 16:1 but 

in actual practice the ratio is less because of insufficient air fuel ratio so we decided to get that air fuel ratio by 

adding a new concept of turbo charger to the vehicle. 

The present system I automobile in two wheelers is the air from the exhaust is the air from the exhaust 

is given to the air from the exhaust is given to the exhaust manifold from there the gas is made flown to silencer 

or muffler.  Because in two wheelers the place is less & the advancement in less.  While the engine runs during 

that time the during the suction stroke the engine requires about 20% of energy developed to move the piston 

down because the air in two wheelers are to be sucked 
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 WIND ENERGY 

Wind energy is one of the prominent renewable energy sources on earth.  Wind power utilization for 

electricity production has a huge resource and proven itself to be capable of producing a substantial share of 

the electricity consumption.  The fuel of this electricity production is wind and it is the most important 

constraint for turbine with a desired output suitable for domestic purposes. 

 ADVANTAGES OF WIND POWER 

Wind power produces no emissions and is not depleted overtime. A single one-megawatt (JMW) wind 

turbine running for one year can displace over 1500 tons of carbon dioxide, 6.5 tons of sulfur dioxide, 3.2 tons 

of nitrogen oxides and 60 pounds of mercury (based on the US average utility generation fuel mix).  Wind 

plants can provide a steady flow of income to landowners, while increasing property tax revenues for local 

communities. 

ARRANGEMENTS 

There are three primary classifications of heat exchangers according to their now arrangement.  In 

parallel – flow heat exchangers, the two fluids enter the exchanger at the same end, and travel in parallel to 

one another to the other side.  In counter – flow heat exchangers the fluids enter the exchanger from opposite 

ends.  The counter current design is the most efficient, in that it can transfer the most heat from the heat 

(transfer) medium per unit mass due to the fact that the average temperature difference along any unit length 

is higher.  In a cross – flow heat exchanger, the fluids travel roughly perpendicular to one another through the 

exchanger. 

 For efficiency, heat exchangers are designed to maximize the surface area of the wall between the two 

fluids, while minimizing resistance to fluid flow through the exchanger.  The exchanger’s performance can 

also be affected by the addition of fins or corrugations in one or both directions, which increase surface area 

and may channel fluid flow or induce turbulence. 

 The driving temperature across the heat transfer surface varies with position, but an appropriate mean 

temperature can be defined.  In most simple systems this is the “log mean temperature difference” (LMTD).  

Sometimes direct knowledge of the LMTD is not available and the NTU method is used. 

CONCLUSION 

 Hence, we completed our project successfully to increase the efficiency of the engine at the time of 

winter season.  We conclude that out project is a perfect model with wind energy system to avoid voltage loss. 

We have designed our project in a more efficient manner and the overall cost of the project is low. 

 And we have designed and fabricated a prototype of the Turbocharger was implemented in Two-

wheeler, in which the efficiency of the Engine can be increased.  Thus, we have developed a method to increase 

the efficiency of the engine and at the same time to control the Emissions from the engine.  The experimental 

setup of block diagram is showing the arrangement of turbocharger in two-wheeler.  This type of engine will 

be more efficient than existing engines.  It is also good with regard to economic considerations and engine 

efficiency. 
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